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Eco-artist and Friends Chained to Tree for 24 hours To Save 
Central Rainforest of Singapore 
 
Photo Opportunity: 
-  Eco-art Performance at art protest to take place at Speakers´ Corner (22 to 23 Jun 2013) 
-  Supporters taking action at Eco-Picnic by forming first ever mass tree web chain 
-  Signing of Petition appealing to LTA (Land Transport Authority) to re-route Cross Island   
   MRT to avoid damaging Singapore´s central forest reserves 
-  Appeal Speech and Poetry Recital integral part of Eco-art Performance 
 
Who, Where and When: 
Organiser:   Teresa Teo Guttensohn, Eco-artist, Singapore 
Other Participants:  Vilma D´Rozario, Celine Low and Andrew Tay 
Venue:    Speakers´ Corner, Hong Lim Park, Singapore 
Dates:    Sat 22 Jun 2013 to Sun 23 Jun 2013 
Eco-Picnic:    Starts at 3pm on Sat 22 Jun 2013 
Eco-art Performance:  Starts at 3.30pm on Sat 22 Jun, and ends at 3.30pm, on Sun 23 Jun 

2013 
Schedule: Subject to change - 3pm picnic begins, 3.30pm artist Teresa enters, 

performs poetry recital, mass chaining to tree, followed by appeal 
speech by Teresa, and ending with listing of biodiversity species by 
Vilma.   
 

“CHAINED TO OUR ROOTS” 
Singaporean eco-artist, Teresa Teo Guttensohn (b.1963), and her friends will be tied to a 
tree for 24 hrs at Speakers´ Corner, Hong Lim Park, Singapore, from 3pm Sat 22 Jun 2013 to 
Sun 23 Jun 2013, to call for urgent action on the issue of the plan for a cross-island MRT line 
underneath Bukit Timah Nature Reserve and central catchment area, potentially destroying 
Singapore´s precious remaining rainforest and its amazing biodiversity. The art protest event 
titled “Chained To Our Roots” is organised by local eco-artist, Teresa Teo Guttensohn, and 
her three environmentalist friends, Vilma D´Rozario, Celine Low and Andrew Tay. These four 
conservationists will be joined by many other concerned Singaporeans, who are asked to 
take action by attending eco-picnic and tying themselves to each other with eco-friendly ropes 
made from reused clothes etc, to form a mass tree web chain, linking to eco-artist and tree. 
Supporters will also take action by signing a petition appealing to LTA (Land Transport 
Authority, Singapore) to re-route proposed Cross Island MRT to avoid damaging the central 
forest reserves of Singapore. Teresa Teo Guttensohn will deliver an appeal speech and 
perform poetry recital starting at 3.30pm on Sat 22 Jun 2013. No trees will be damaged at the 
event.     



Contacts:  
Teresa Teo Guttensohn teresaguttensohn@gmail.com   
Mobile in HK +(852) 9182-3185 and Mobile in Singapore from 19 Jun 2013 evening +(65) 
9434-4938   
Or contact, Vilma D´Rozario vilma.drozario@nie.edu.sg Tel: SG +(65) 9825-4467 
 
 
QUOTES: 
 
“Do we need a shorter ride at any cost? Let us not pay an extreme price for Cross Island 
MRT, not if it means a faster ride to species extinction.” - Teresa Teo Guttensohn 
 
“Our young nation needs roots. The rainforest is our natural and oldest heritage. Why do we 
want to damage it?” - Teresa Teo Guttensohn 
 
“Do not take a risk and destroy our last green gem. For if we deliberately damage our roots, 
like killing off the last Malayan Tiger, and getting rid of the last Singapore Kampong, I fear it 
will break our hearts and crack our communal spirits.” - Teresa Teo Guttensohn 
 
“It is still not too late. I desperately hope LTA can courageously halt the runaway train in its 
tracks and save the day for our fragile last wild heritage.” - Teresa Teo Guttensohn 
 
 
TEXT FROM EVENT INVITATION (e-Card attached) 
  
Take Action:  Calling all Singaporeans to be “chained to their roots“. Save the last of our 
fragile wild heritage!  

-‐ sign our petition to LTA to re-route cross island MRT to avoid damaging central forest 
reserves.   

-‐ bring eco-picnic, family and friends  
-‐ use eco-friendly placards and rope 
-‐ tie yourselves to our tree web chain 
-‐ remove all picnic waste 
-‐ no trees shall be damaged, thank you 

Tearing a Hole in the Heart of Our Heritage: Stop the damage before it is too late! This 
proposed rainforest ruin is not far away in the Amazon or the Congo or Borneo. It is right here 
at our doorstep. The impact of development works will create massive and irreversible 
damage to our forest, which is home to unique native wildlife such as Sunda Pangolin, 
Malayan Colugo, Slow Loris, Lesser Mouse Deer, Banded Leaf Monkey, Porcupine, bats and 
many other species. Particularly vulnerable are our network of forest streams which 
form unique micro-habitats for native rainforest amphibians, and freshwater fishes, 
turtles and crustaceans. Siltation and pollution of these streams will mean certain loss of 
wildlife dependent on freshwater steams for survival, such as our endemic, endangered 
Johnson's Freshwater Crab (Irmengardia johnsoni).  
 
Tree Hugger:  Eco-artist Teresa Teo Guttensohn, nicknamed Singapore´s Orang Utan girl, 
was last sighted dwelling on a tree for 7 days, building orangutan nests in a durational 
performance work at Sepfest 2004, The Substation, Singapore. 
 
 
BRIEF INFORMATION ON ECO-ARTIST 
 
Teresa Teo Guttensohn 
Born 22 March 1963, Singapore, married to Austrian with 2 children, both born in Singapore.  
Family lives in Singapore, but currently posted to Hong Kong. 



Diploma (Distinction) in Fine Art, Nanyang Academy of Fine Art (NAFA), Singapore (2003)   
BA (Honours) Degree in Fine Art, Huddersfield University, UK (2004) 
Della Butcher Merit Award for Painting (2003) 
 
Art practice: Teresa´s art practice has premise of ecological approach. Teresa is trained in 
both Western painting and traditional Chinese ink painting and calligraphy. Still painting, but 
engages in different mediums and art activism to bring eco-messages across. Exhibited 
locally and overseas.  
 
Green background: Volunteer environmental educator, conservationist and animal welfare 
activist. Co-founder of Cicada Tree Eco-Place (CTEP), a local environmental education NGO 
(since 2007), promoting eco-living, and conservation of biodiversity, nature and culture 
(www.cicadatree.org.sg). NGO´s tag line is: Nature & Culture; Embracing Earth and Our 
Roots. 
 
Significant artwork: Durational performance piece whereby Teresa stayed 7 days on a tree 
building Orang Utan nests at Sepfest 2004 at The Substation, Singapore, to raise awareness 
and funds for highly endangered red apes of Southeast Asia, the Orang Utan. Highlight as 
environmentalist was rescuing and releasing critically endangered wild hatchlings of 
Hawksbill Sea Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) hatched on East Coast beach, Singapore, in 
Sep 2009.  
 
Next project: Teresa is currently writing and illustrating a book on nature and culture for 
Singaporeans, and is seeking a sponsor for this publication project by Cicada Tree Eco-Place 
(CTEP). Book working title is “Rambling	   Rainforest:	   Historical	   Tales	   of	   Nature	   and	  
Culture	  in	  Singapore	  and	  Southeast	  Asia”.	   
 
End   
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------ 
 
Appendix 1 – Invitation to Chained To Our Roots 
Appendix 2 - ST article dated 25 May 2013: Route of MRT Line A Concern 
 
 
 
 
Contact 24hrs: 
Ms Teresa Teo Guttensohn 
teresaguttensohn@gmail.com 
Tel: HK +(852) 9182-3185 
Mobile in Singapore from 19 Jun 2013 evening Tel: +(65) 9434-4938   
 
If you cannot reach Teresa, please call Vilma: 
Ms Vilma D´Rozario  
vilma.drozario@nie.edu.sg  
Tel: SG +(65) 9825-4467	  


